Katrina right cast for Marilyn Monroe but who will teach her acting
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Producer Paul would have approached Katrina if it hadn't been for her acting, the film to go on
the floors soon

Rupesh Paul of ‘Kamasutra 3D’ (‘K3D’) fame is prepared with his next biggie, a biopic on
Marilyn Monroe. After depicting the sexual intimacy with Sherlyn Chopra, the filmmaker now
wants to concentrate on the sex bomb of the 1950s. “I have completed with the life history of
Marilyn Monroe in black and white. And now I am waiting for the right time to depict it on the
silver screen. The casting job has been entrusted upon to an international agency and as soon
as we find a lookalike, our movie will instantly go on the floors,” filled in Rupesh.

Giving him a prompt, we suggested the name of the present day reigning star, Katrina Kaif.
Rather taking it seriously, Rupesh laughs it out loud, “Katrina would be a great choice but who
will teach her acting? She has a beautiful face, immaculate features and wonderful physical
attributes. Undoubtedly, she will be the perfect mirror image of Marilyn Monroe. But I have no
patience to teach her by any chance!”

His latest work, ‘Kamasutra 3D’ has garnered a lot of attention and appreciation. “Initially it was
very difficult for me to bring up the idea of this film, because of the minds of the people in and
around the film industries. Sherlyn is not playing a porn actress in the film and even the
audiences believed that Sherlyn’s sexuality has been tapped to the maximum. Casting her in
the film has proved to be a boon and a bane both,” explains Rupesh. The filmmaker showcased
‘K3D’ in LA, USA and received a great response from the audiences. “When ‘K3D’ was shown
in LA, all the producers lined up for Sherlyn. After watching the film they felt that along with
sexual attributes her sensibilities too have been showcased very well. It was then that I heaved
a sigh of relief.”
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